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Cooke Furniture Introduces Kamado Grills
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Cooke Furniture, known for its luxurious fire pit tables, is proud to introduce a new
line of Kamado grills. With an integrated stainless-steel temperature center and
fresh contemporary design, Kamado grills deliver excellent food efficiently.

(Newswire.net -- February 28, 2014) Bishop, California --A leader in modern outdoor
furnishings, Cooke Furniture is known for its state-of-the-art natural gas fire pit. Sleek in
design and made in the USA, Cooke fire pit tables have transformed outdoor living areas
to luxurious and intimate gathering spaces for stylish entertaining. Now Cooke Furniture,
the brand that customers trust when purchasing the finest quality fire tables, is proud to

introduce a new line of Kamado grills.

Rapidly becoming a top choice among American grill enthusiasts, Kamado grills are known for delivering excellent
food with astounding efficiency. The ceramic design traps in moisture and uses radiant heat to make it easy to grill
tender fish, slow roast turkey, and smoke a variety of delicate meats and artisan cheeses. Grill, smoke, bake, or
steam all types of foods, in any season, for any occasion. Users have precise control of the temperature and cooking
times, from the lower temperatures needed for smoking to the high searing temperatures required for capturing
moisture and flavor. With an integrated stainless-steel temperature center and fresh contemporary design, Kamado
grills give customers an ideal, all-in-one option for outdoor cooking that cannot be equaled.

Spice up an outdoor living space with a Kamado grill from Cooke Furniture, and enjoy a perfectly cooked meal with
family and friends around a Cooke gas fire pit table. With its fire pit tables and Kamado grills, Cooke Furniture makes
entertaining effortless.
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